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"HE GIVES THE IMPRESsloN

0F HAVING A LAZY MANNERBut HE'S BOILED LIKE

A STEEL SPRINfi."
THAT'§ JUST\ ONE OF THE
REVEALINfi, CLOSE-UP VIEWS
-tsia

YOU'LL GET` OF ELVIS IN THE

STORY THAT STARTS ON PAGE 6
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ing any significan.ce.
Yet out of it came one of th`e most amazing success
stories of our day, a rags-to-riches fable which rivaled
anything Horatio Alger ever wrote, a true-life affir-

nation of the American tradition that anyone who
can dream and work hard enough can come from noCHAPTER ONE

thing to success.

Out of it came a living legend at 2l-Elvis PresleyWho almost overnight was to become known as one oJ
the most colorful personalities of our day, who was
to excite millions to admiration and bring down such
vilification `and misinformation and half-truths and

ON;o:£grRt:rYSwTt¥MgTo:sy?AtYoj:e]]e9d53L:i:a]:'n€ar:
strangely engaging mixture of quick friendliness and
shyness walked into the office of Stt7! Record Co. in
Memphis, Tenn.
He looked around for a moment curiously, then
asked:

"Anybody looking I.or a singer?"

It was lunch time, and Sam Phillips, president ot.
6'ttn, was out. Mrs. Marian Keisker, his assistant,
looked up t`rom her desk and asked:

"Who are you?"

"I'm Elvis Presley," the young t`ellow answiered,

smiling. "I want to make a record."
No one then, including l8-year-old Elvis or Mrs.
Keisker, would have thought of this moment as hav-

outright lies in print as have been hurled at no other
entertainer of our time.
There are several Elvis Presleys.
There is the Elvis who is presented, in varying de
grees ot ,condemnation and Some praise, by those who
write about him--Elvis the legend, with four CadilJacs and the "wiggle."
There is the youth with searching, brooding eyes
and the strangely exciting voice who can stir his au-
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cords sell millions and whose presence is box office
magic, who is~expected to gross close to a miJllon
dollars this y'ear.

There is another youth-the frieridly, laughing,
g'cnerous ancl yet strangely complex Elvis whom his
family, friends and associates know.

•'Xind ®t hard +®\ keep my hair e®mbed rigl\t . i
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Shucks, ..+ s+ill played g®®d!'.
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like," he told me later. "I had been singing all my
life, and I was just curious what it was like."
He had no music, was carrying the battered guitai`
he had thade his companion since he was 18.
"The first record I ever made was `My Happiness'

with `That's When Your Heartaches Begin' on the
other side," E`lvis remeinbers. This record is still in
existence, a collector's item if it could be bought.
It cost $4 I.or Elvis to find out how he sounded.
In the studio as he Sang, Mrs. Keisker said, was a
lady with her sailor son. Sam Phillips can}e in before
the record session was completed. It took about 15
minutes.
"Listen to that boy 8ingl" sa.id the sailor's. mother.`
"My, he has a sweet voice."

his destiny. Without it, he might still be driving a
truck, or working in electrical supply, or on a production line.
Phillips and Mrs. Keisker, ever on the search for
new talent, had brought back from a Nashville visit
a demonstratibn dub Of a song called "Without You."
It had b.een sung by a Negro singer, and they couldn't
find out who he was. °

th::egsYpa£§euattiii;a:oo:u:gis?:hi]t]ifto¥s,tha°nudghtth::rh.:sdavse°Tt::

Mrs. Keisker and Phillips agreed with her. It was
a sweet voice, altho untrained, thin without background, and he did uncopventional things with it.
When Elvis walked out with his prized record, to
carry it home to his parents, Mrs.` Keisker and Phillips
looked at each other and nodded.

sirisghe:.wm#enash:0:i:de£`,Et]I¥£asvep:i;::.y-aE°d°:utb::I::
the files,

They saved it-and forgot all about the boy.
Several months later, though, he came back. He
wanted to make another record, this one for his
mother. This time both Phillips and Mrs. Keisker
were there and listened as they recorded "Casual Love
At.fair" and "1'11 Never Stand in Your Way."
Both were sung in an odd mixture of country ballad with pop style. Slow, reedy, with the faint back-

ground guitar-but again with the odd lyric sweetness.
I believe, however, few could discern in it what Elvis
was to do later.
"I had never sung anything but slow. music and
b?llads in my life at that time," Elvis told me one

;ig}:df:het¥:codred:ftfish::rantec¥edh:r:eri:Sea¥,!Sanpdarf{nr::

Pre8ley listens with a wisp of a smile on her face.
After E|vis left Stt„ j2ccordf that day, Mrs. Keisker
picked
a slip
paper handwriting,
from the desk
laughed.
`It
was in
Sam of
Phillips'
andand
said:
"Elvis
Presley--good ballad singer, Save this."

That's the same thing the other note said, she told
him.
But it took the hand of chance to bring Elvis back
to the studio again, an extraordinary coincidence
which played an almost miraculous part in shaping

•'H®w ab®u+ some

wherever lie goes.
notes filed away, Elvis didn't enter their minds as they
mulled over possibilities.
Then, just by chance, Mrs. Keisker bumped on the
street into the sailor's mother who had been present
and remarked on how sweetly Elvis sang so many
lnonths ago..
"Whatever happened to that boy?" the sailor's
mother asked Mrs. Keisker. Ancl to her Elvis owes a
lasting debt ol' gratitude.
Mrs. Keisker went back to the studio and askea
Phillips, "Remember E.ivis Presley?"
•.Yeah," said Sam, iiiusing. ."Yes, indeed, Get him

on the phone."
Mrs. Keisker called Elvis at Crown` Electric Co. By

'.Hteayv®'re#e®Wp%.s#+3Ses'h|;®t«r;®®y#:gbg#|\.:'_-a
prizes in lnidway boo+hs`

this time, he was jcking, he had been promotetl to
the I.ront office.
•'`].-hey had taken him out of a.truck and had him

answering the phone," Mrs. Keisker said. "I gues`s it
was the practical thing to do, because I know most
of the calls must.have been for him anyhow.
"I asked him at his convenience to come see us.
"I turned around and there was Elvis comlng

through the door.

He almost knocked me dowli

coming in. He flashecl that smile at me, and you'cl
9
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have thought M-G-M had just asked him to star in a
super movie. I don't know how he. got there that
last--he Surely didn't come in a truck."
Elvis turned out. to be a dismal flop` singiiig "WithOut You."
Jt just wasn't his kind of Song, but he l{)ved it, `

Many times, long after he had become knowii, Elvis
would drop in at Sw" and play that dub record by the
unknown artist, "Without Love," over and over again.
He would smile a wry smile and slap his thigh and
mock himselt':. "I hate him, I hate him . . . anyone
who carl sing like that I hate."
Somewhere, probably Still u.nknown, there is a
young Negro who miglit be discovered overnight it
he could prove he made that .record Elvi§ likes so
much. b'tt„ wants him.
By triis time, however, Phillips had become really
Interested in Elvis.

While Phillips' S2t7B label was

small and without large distribution at th.at time, he
had been for several years very successful in pre§entation of new talent which he had discovered himself
~-so-called race artists, whom the general public
didn't know but whose names ware familiar in every
colored cat.e and tavern with a juke box. And some.
thing about Elvis fascinated Phillips, although he
didn't know how to catalogue him.
Phillips sat Elvis down and made him sing.
"1 guess I niust have sat there.at least three hours,"
Elvis recalls. "I sang everything I knew--pop stult,
spirituats, just a few woi`ds ol. something 1 remembered."
Phillips sent Elvis to Scotty Moore, a guitarist he
knew, and said: "Work with th.is boy."
Then happened one of those Strange coincidences
which have figured so ot`ten in Flvis' career. Scotty
lived a t`ew doors from Bill Black, a bull fiddle playei..
They had kriocked around in various hillbilly bands,

grubbing t'or a living the hard way. He thought a
bass I.iddle would help put a little d.rive behind Elvis.
They worked together hour after hour, with Elvis
wracking his brain for all the songs he thou`gh[ he
might do well.
•.I don't think any9ot` us was too impressed with the
other," Bill Black sa,id, his broad face breaking imo
his infectious grin. "We just happened to like each
oiner.. Actually, I think Elvis intended to use my
brother on the fiddle if begot a chance to make a

record."

weEFetot#:rkas::rgiemdaE:dt#Crsri::;i:r?S#;:tan:?
went through everything Elvis could remember.
"Then, Somehow, a song popped in my mind that

I had heard a long time ago," Elvis said. He tried
"That's All Right, Mama."
And all at once i¢ was there--the drive, the spontaneous and fantastic vocal effects, the something.
Sam ancd Mrs. Keisker felt it. Elvis, Bill and Scotty
knew they were going, but they didn't know how well
until later when they heard a playback.
"We couldn't believe it was us," oBi]l said.

They backed it up with "Blue Moon of Kentucky,"
a song Bill Monroe, the famous country singer, had
composed and made known many years ?go.
Sam Phillips was excited. They just had the dub,
but he burned to get it played.
He turned over in his mind which disk jockey to .
try it on, then on a hun`ch went to WHBQ to see

P':,::yf.:?:I:`igs6eT.hr:,i:ds.?ceae,Tedp'ra.yciF?n.r#':ia;::
Dewey put ``That's All Right, Mama" on the air,
and. the plaintive, soaring voice with its odd infleclions went out into the night..
"That'll flat git it," said Dewey, who has
a way of
.,,

talking all his own. "Yessir, that'Il flat git. it."
That was in July of 1954.

Within a week, S"# was struggling with a back
order of some 6000 records for this unknown new
artist, and they didn't have a commerciah record
piessed.

phs£?]Tpest:I:ndg£::#::d£:£Sskheardr::]¥:endt]9t.hffT?i:nai£:::
He was just hoping.
a
He had been hoping a long time.
Ever since he used to sit on the front stoop ot. his
home with some of his friends and watch the handi
some cars go by and turn and say, a]Iriost savagely:
"One of. these days when I'm grown I'm going to

have two Cadillacs sitting out in front of my place."
Ever since the days when he used tp turn to his
parents and tell them, with the tender, unselfcon§cious affection which belongs only to the very young:
"Mama and Daddy, one of these days 1'11 build you
a pretty brick house, .too. Just wait and see."
Let's go back and see ....

/
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years alter Vemon and Gladys married, a thin squall
tliil|ounced that a new life had come, and 17.year.old
Glady§ Presley cuddled her son.
It was twins--identical twinsL-but something went
wrong. One died just a few minutes before birth.
He was perfectly formed," Vernon Presley said, `.but

CHAPTER TWO

something happened. We were awful broke up about
lt."

And so Elvis came into the world without the brather he might have had, and who might have helped
round out that restless, searching, cohstant need tor
companionship which is part ol him.
Vernon and Gladys had the names all picked o`]t
Childhood .... the magic years .... Tupelo...`then Mem-

t°:u:Ee::utnwd!na?£°t¥]S;a`i#ee,„W£[nr:e8r:s°,:yetsha}£E?yEh[`;,:

Phis]va£:dcaHnu£:SkHbfgchk..;n his life and say, without

is my middle name--I don't know how I happened
to get it. We named the boys Elvis Aaron and jesse
Garon .... the names just seemed to go together."
When Elvis was a year old, one of the most terrible
catastrophes in the record books struck nearby--the
Tupelo Tornado, which killed hundreds, ripped the
town apart, smaslied its heart.
The twister passed a inile away from the Presley
home, and the Presleys thanked God while grieving.
for .friends.

jest, ``the first 20.years are the hardest."

Last May we were sitting .in the dining room of the
New Frontier Hotel in La§ Vegas. It was lan atmos-

phere of luxury, and Elvis by this time had begun to
break into the really big money. He was well-groomed,
his clothes were informal but expensive, his general

::Pae]::::;ehwaast¥eatre°:uatavte£:ynporf°Sbpee£:°gu:%:::J£::
with many Gadillacs and expensive tastes.

laid?aad:ds°hxpeejo°ok£:?°s::i:issi;y.i:g£8°noni;£ity°Ltohrec
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"N®+hing bea+s I\®me eo®king!'\

serious statements which he will honor with one of
quick
yelps
ofwhen
delighted
"You
know
I firstlaughter--and
began to get said:
some money,
\

I bought a lot +of things I had always wanted. Like
Cars,

•.My father saw we never went hungry, but--well.

-Elvis having a snack a+ home.

you
know
I never
hadthings
a lot.I never
a
"I did
some
of the
could do before-and believe me it has been fun." t
No, Elvis never had a lot, in some respects, and yet
he seems to have been singularly fortunate in others. i
But let's go back--to Tupelo, Miss., and the beginning.

t.::uci:::::a|2:8#i:giooT,Eu#i:%,isfi;e;:natbg:tp.t`uaj
miles l`rom Memphis.
Vernon Presley, Elvis' father, grew up on his
father's small farm near Tupelo. He didn't have
much I.ormal scholing, got thru about the fiftli grade.
`.I had as good a chance as anyone," Mr. Presley.
said, "but I just didn't like `school. . ."
At 17 Vernon Presley ma`rried his 15-year-old tweet-

heart, Gladys Smith, and started trying to Cam a
living for them.
•.i i.armed cotton for a while. Then I did different
Jobs b.y the day. I was on ire WPA for three years
and got to be a carpentry foreman.
"Our house wasn't much. It was a little two-room
Shotgun house I built myself, with some help l'rom
llly Claddy."

The plumbing was the old-fashioned kind~ouldoors,
In that little shack on January. 8, 1935, just two
'2

\
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singing t®ge+her a+ home.

A

'.Novi. why.d you bring +Iiat up?'.
Elvis and I.is t®Iks.

-pop Presley\s lust cracked a i®ke
waiting at tl\e mailbox
about +h® new ear.
The storm didn't directly affect Elvis, but it was in
the atmosphere of chaos and ruin and rebuilding .
nearby in which he spent his early years.
Otherwise, he lived 'the normal; carefree, happy

lffir:fmm°£: bb°ey:zi:£Sn:,a]:hte°:n:as something about
him which attracted people. The house was always
full of laughing, playing children.
"He was just a regular boy," Mr. Presley said.. "He
played all the kid games, and held come home all
skinned up and with his clothes torn sometimes.
"He could always talk to people, and he was never

shy. He had a way of getting along with others, and
held go out of his way to avoid trouble. If one of his
friends got mad, he'd give him his toys to try to get
14,,
7
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before +heir I\ew home.

the other fellow happy again.
"He was as rough as any of them, played a lot o¥f
baseball and football was his favorite game.
"But he didn't get in many fights.
"There was one time, tho . . . Elvis was about 7 at

the time, and there was one little bully boy who was
ritnning ovei. him. I told Elvis, `Son, I know you're
not scared of him, but you've got to let that fellow
know it, too.
"The blilly came over to our house and made some

trouble, .and Elvis whipped him good. He never did

ha,Yi]:f8yh:s°:;wtary:SUE::hstrong.Whenhegotalittle

ever had.
He is a self-taught musician, doesn't read` music.
4 '`1 don't know A flat from a minori" he told me

3:::t';'aannddBni:[£tchaenrr::dthmeu?i:y:ii:tite?eb:::do.te]n8::Sf
to i.igure out a piece. We just get an idea, work it over
uLntil we come out with something which we like.'

fir:t]Vr£:c::dpth:hdatci;:Feedsa`n2d95heg:;at:rb:g:i:::te:.ahk}:
Several hundi.ed dollars a week for personal appea,rances,

Then
peeved

older he got a kick like a mule. Sol(letimes when we'd
just be playing around held hit me a lick on the
shoulder and it would make me numb all over."
Mrs. Presley kept a good watch over her son. They
grew into a close-knit family, mutually dependent,
finding plc;sure in their own company.
From the earliest years Elvi8 was fascinated by
mtisic. The Presleys belonged.to the Assembly of God

:i:;S;eh:t:fi¥:d;Sh:;::nr;±jita:S:Zt;#:i:nrg::P::tjL°oti]s:P:ir:°:i
Elvig%ot his first girl friend when he was about 9.and tha`t's just what she was, a girl "friend."
Caroline was a couple of years younger, the daughter of the pastor of their church,. Rev. `Tames Ballard.

The Ballards 'had lived nearby and for a time, when
a difficult occasion arose, even lived in the Presley's
modest home for a few days.'The Ballards later moved
to ]ackson, Miss., and the last Elvis heard of Caroline
she was attending a college in Texas.
He still remembers with affection the confidante
arid playmate of his childhood. He saw her orice later.
in 1955 at the famous country music festival, Jimmy
Rodgers. Day, in M`eridian, Miss., when Elvi8 was hon-

ored as the artist who had done the most for country
mtisic that year.
When he was 9, Elvis won his first singing honoi.
Principal Cole o£ Lthe Tupelo High School asked
EIvis to enter an amateur contest.
It was held in connection with the Tupelo Fair,
and broadcast bver Station WELO.

so£:r!Saiadngh;`s°ift£::,P';£vsfenngt}:e?ttua:kc°:?]te?:;:I;:

ahte;rhaadtedh:;i:nfe°dr:hn:Wb:::'h:nodn:t£[|giect£

cost $175.

•.The man gave me $8 on mine on the trade.in.

Then he tossed it in a waste basket. Shucks, it still

played good."
The guitars Elvis now uses cost about $300, and he
has them encased in `hand.tooled leather jackets.
He lugged that old guitar with him everywhere,
trying for new sounds, growing excited when he got
what he wanted.
As a child, Elvi8 felt the need of having people
around him always, either friends of his 1`amily.
"He wanted a brother or Sister bad," Mr. Presley
said. "That was just one. of these things that couldn't
be. Sometimes you wqnder, when you see other i.amilies with several kids, why it\ couldn't be the same
with you. . . Hard up as we were, we spe_nt a lot oh
doctors trying to chanffe it, but there wasn't anything
we could do."
Mr. Pr6sley had worked at a variety of jobs--working
on defense projects, day labor, driving a truck for fl
wholesale grocer.
"Elvig has heard of debts all his life," he Said,
"Seems like there never was a time when we weren't
in debt.
` "But even if we didn't hpve anything much, we
saw somehow that he had his. He always had a good
Christmas, with trikes and pedal cars and little gum.
``And we always kept him dressed as well as we

walked the streets with snow on the ground. We just
had to tough it out."' .
Soon after that, however, Mr. Presley fchnd work
with a precision tool company,` and they moved into
an apartment in Lauderdale Courts, a public housing

Pr¥i:t.government ruling was that any fam'ily which
made more than $3000 a year had to move.
They lived there for three years, while Elvis was
going to school at Humes Higtry.
All three of them worked. Mr. Presley eventually

went with a paint manufacturer. Mrs. Presley had a

•L°e:`i:etaa:utiteafcnof::e°Pjr:h,:nnBwr?tr]i::,sr:rfu::udrsow°nn.
town cafeteria. She was a hurse's aide for three years
at St. ]oseph's Hospital in Memphis.
Elvis mowed yards-I.or a time, altho it was tough
competition in a'J field dominated by grown Negro
yard
"I boys.
got him. this hand mower," Mr. Presley said.

"The first evening he came in and sat there with a
frown on his face and laid 50 cents out. Then all at
once he broke out laughing and pulled a handful of
change out of his pocket, and he had about $7.
"There never was a lazy bone in him."
Elvis was a hungry boy--not in a literal sense, perhaps, but it wias a hungry part of town where the
dollar came hard and went fast, where the clothes on
your back were credit at some side street shop, where
lunch money was counted in pennies. `
The teachers at Humes High, a dedicated group of
people, recall when times were hard and they donated
several dollars of their own inadequate pay each
month to help put a little more food ?n the students'
lunch trays.
Humes is in the hungry part of town--the tough \
part of town.
But Elvis, who liked everyone, had a toughness all
his own.

And the boy from the country melted easily into
this strange\ new life.

L`ould.„

But, said Mr. Presley, ``1 believe for the biggest

•s,r:cu,Frees.Tigtllscbhr:col,isspraawTirnege-sitno?ieb:::kn`.ornf

part ot. his life he always knew he was going, to do

end of town, hard by the business district, close to
the factories and \heavy industries.
Trhe single-family homes ab6ut it are old and

S°T}#t:nngiredidnithaveadime,heusedtositonthe
doorstep and say, 'One of these 'days it'll be different'."

swelled with pride as he heard the sweet, boyish, un-

t[rsYhbee%:;0::°£atfees:dhauyi'arf:gag:]faar¥e6rwshoeno[:I:i:

::;.tiisn:i.I:jt%r£¥i;i:.:%e,;,ewEo::::fE;a#nriz€:ruos]!{Cnae]abnadck:
rode every ride at that Fair that night."
Mr. Presley's brother, Vester, and Mrs. Smith's bro.
thor, Johnny Smith, both played a little guitar.

"They didn't know much, just a few chords, but

EIvis used to sit and watch and they taught him some

CnEr[::;"fe#:;?or::[ewyifai£;iove|yfragmentsofsound
\

which came from the stringed box.
»
He bought .his first guita`r when he was 18, paid
S12.95 for it, prized it more than anything he had
'6T'
1

first Texas tour, he sent home a money order every
night at`ter he got paid, with a little note saying what
he wanted done with it.
The note that came `with the first money order Elvis
sent home, said Mr. Presley, read:
•`Take this and pay off every debt we've got.

1±

this lsn't enough, 1'11 send some more."
When Elvis was 14, his father decided they'd have

a better chance in Memphis. They moved into a little
room, the three of them, while Mr. Presley looked for
work.
"We hit it pretty hard. His mother and I both

ElvEs shopping .... ''11 you wan+ +®

get ahead. you g®++a

be dit{eren+." he says.

"This js` who+ I like beg+i"

I.I.11 give you my__aT+o.gra.pfr. it yeu.ll give me yours...
Elvis +old tl.ese lans.
weatherworn, and there is a heavy concentration of
ancient large homes turned into rooming houses and
flats,

Public housing projects, such as Lauderdale Courts,
where Elvis lived, helped rehabilitate the neighbor
hood consiclerably.
There are some children of middle income families
sometimes referred to as underprivileged; in other
words, poor.
For all that. Humes is a good school. Many of its
students have become prominent businessmen and
civic leaders, and it has produced its share of athletes
an.d scholars.
as said:
Miss "When
Susie Johnson,
who
hasortaught
there
```30But,
years,
one of our
boys
girls does

something special, they should put an extra gold star
18
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+
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after his name, because our children have farther to
giv"Our
to make
it than
most.
children
have
to be lifting on their odin boot
straps.

Elvis was always lifting. I had him `in my

home room when he was in the ninth grade.

"He was `a gentle, `obedient boy, a.nd he always went

out ot. his way to try to do what you asked him to do.
"He was a boy who needed friends, and he made
them. Because of his background his English was
atrocious, and I don't know whether he'll ever be able
to Improve it enough. But as a boy, he had a wami
and sunny quality about him which made people
respond."
Miss Mildred Scrivener was his 12th grade home
room teacher, and also in charge of the annual variety
show at the school.

Whenever he's in town, Elvis still frequently drives
by to see her. Last Christmas he pulled up in his'
Czl(lil]ac an(I presented her with an alarm clock.
She recalls:

"Elvis always like(I to entertain. We used to have

him sing at all our home roorfu parties.
"Then one year we had the`big variety show, and I

suppose there were more than 80 on the program. I
told the audience there were too many for any to
take an encore, but the one who pleased the audience
most could' have an encore.
"Well, it tur`ned out to be Elvis. I ddn't think he

has hact a bigger thrill since than he did that night.
The delighted look on his face. The next year he was
out ot` school, but I sent word tg him and invited him
to come back and be my guest artist, and he did.
"The songs he sang then were slow, hillbilly ballads,
antl there was soipething plain.tive about them.
"Whenever there was anything like a Red Cross
(lrive or something similar, he was always willing to
\` (lo inore than his share.

"We have a little religious service each day, and he

"'as always quiet and intent during it, and he seemed
religious. I don't recall that he was ever what you
call a ladies' man when he Was in school. He wasn't
a top student, but he made it withoint .worrying me.
"Once I asked him what he wanted to be, and he
scratched his head and said, `The only thing I really
`\'am to do is to sing!"
Once, on one of his little visits with his old friend,
ziltc.r hc had begun to attract some attention, Miss
Scrivener g.ave him a little talking to.

•` "` "Elvis, it seems that whenever anyone becomes suc-

cessl'ul in the en`tertainment world, there are all sorts
ot` pressures put on them to change themselves. The
girls go to Hollywood, and pretty soon they're all
wearing their hair the same and they look the same.
Now, Elvis, it's none of my business, btit I wouldn't
let myself be like everybody."
Elvis smiled and said:
•.Think 1'11 just keep my sideburns, then."
Elvis used to lug his guitar to school with him. He
kept it in his locker during class, but had it out at
lunchtime, strumming away.
When Elvis first entered Humes he wore his hair
cut short, often in a crew cut or butch.
"I always thought he looked real nice with his hair
short," his mother said.
Elvis began growing the sideburns when he was 16.
For ta time he had both sideburns and a crew cut.
Recently as we were chatting at his home, I asked
Elvis:

"How about the sideburns, what's the story?"

Elvis cocked his` head, fingered one of his trade-

inarks and grinned broauly:

"It's really simple," he said, ..but no one seems to

understand it.
`
"When I`was a boy I used to think that sideburn;

and a ,mustache would make me look older. I couldn't
grow
the mustache,
I settled
"I don't
like them so
now
as wellforassideburns.
I usede to, but
20
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there's nothing I can do aboLlt it. Sometimes some-

thing like that can change yotir whole appearance."
And right now Elvis can't take any chances. A
newspaper as a stunt printed pictirres of Elvis with
"clean-cut young man."
Back in the mail from Elvis'B fans came a thunderous „Nol"
,

Lfk`:F:±rmg:):ednwe:;iaek:s,,Tina:?::rty:Yc:]br::;noens:;fy:
letter.

Red West, one of Elvis' old friends from Humes
High, says: "When he was in school Elvis used to
take quite a bit of kidding-about those sidebums. He
never seemed to mind much, th'o. He was regular,
and everyone liked him."

,_= r` ,

- ,';+ ,,,, i

dence,6 his rejection of conformity to the environment
which at the Bane .time nursed him and stifled him.
Perhaps he was kicking out blindly,.as an infant kicks
aside its swaddling clothes. And perhaps he held on
to them against ridicule for the same reason that
many mature nonconformists grow beards.
While he and his friends played in the streets. aiLd

:;o:Tg::h::;:er:scht::I:£gA:fir::Lt:£chhewwoars]£,trob]£]:da:I
he wasn't rich, but by gosh he could grow Sideburns
if he wanted to.
Peinaps he was a rebel with a cause he didn't fully

ceftiypsdyec?o°t]e°d8ya:I::i::ang:umd?b:Sffi::§e,pce°:]oe£:]£:;;
as interpreted by the class from what they knew of
his work and his background.
The concensus was that his desire to be himself is
so extreme that it has been both helpful and harmful
t`ohim.

.

The sideburns were his declaration of indepen-

•'Hamburgers-I I®v® .em!..
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I.TI.is is Mama.s c®®kEng . . . com. peas. ham. Go®d!..

understand.
Elvis would probably laugh at this concept.
His mother had always given him close supervision.

I %o:is,£nwi# h?mac#g:Jun#wofupr£:de=|,:
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the shade of trees and watched the big cars go by. At
dusk they engaged in boisterous horseplay, or played
games in which the savagery of body contact left them

::fi::h::gf::t:£:am:en:fge£Tf::::de.:apux::psy:;atr*±:t:fsea:.:fnds¥
anyone\ on equal terms, and Humes was a Golden
Gloves hotbed. A good boxer could get his picture
in the paper, get that inQLer satisfaction and reassurance which comes from thinking:
"I am somebody."
t,,

But, for the benefit of those who had seen Elvis as
a Sort of Pied Piper of the Juvenile Delinquents, Elvis

:;:te::w:::;E:i::%y,:tf:oe:Lo:uusev{:n:i:etb£:£uorft,oa:edit::I:¥noco£:
dent his father told me about. He was found in a
neighborhood store when he should have been in
class,

Hookey, no less, if someone wants to make an issue
of it.

:oi;;,¥§§i:t:aar::#;£Pf:I:a:t::;i::i8Fn::iE:£:8a##eah:eft8th::
class, so he was just wiraiting for the first class to get

Elvis never approached the proficiency of some of
h* friends. He liked the rough sportiveness of Stand.

over and go into his next class.

i#]g]e#n:t¥£ct:radfng blowsi but he didn't have the
He has superb natural coordination, as evidenced

that he was late."

in the lithe grace with which he handles his bodyt
He developed an odd and typica.Ily nonconformist
boxing style.

ne;¥rn££e]en] t:a:hee i°ov%esrp]hi:'i'edE#]:8msaafibt::I had

un.;¥r?teonodT:yn:°!tdwma:abibe°::,i;'t|=:?][atfnweads'::rdfgue,I

So when there was an extra quarter, Elvis sometimes went to a neighborhcod show with his friends.

''Her® I am ln +Ilo

Humes High Seh®®l Rote:.

b®+hs.

Their

Laud®rd®leC®ur+s.

Tliird home-bough+ by Elvis wl\en lie began Clicking.

That was about it.
So what was left? The streets. Exploring. Looking about.
I

Sometimes with his friends, sometimes 'alone, Elvis
would head for Main Street, where the windows, the
bustle of moving traffic, the hurrying crowd, gave him
s'bmething to watch and wonder abou.t.
He made sort of a headquarters out Of the`\North
Main Firehouse, sitting around talking with the fire-

me6ite]ist£:i:gmti:dthh:sin;uitar with him. Sometimes
he'd lean up against a lamp post and lock out at life
:d

-i;£i±-E-:i?-,L-st-rEmriing and :`in8i?_:_ S:I.t): _t:_ _:_£masL:).I:
In his-senior year he got a job at Loew's Sta,te

Theater as an usher, along with Red and §one of his
other friends.
"I made S] 5 a week," he said, "and I was dam glad
to get it.„
j6

\

neydg3tmmo°nr:yr:;uraan]::;:obm°?#tpck£#dma°:i:;awnai
too young to work in some businesses but didn't tell
hin how to get the things he needed?
This meant working at night, on downtgtwn rdaiL
Street.

:a:#St:#geE:ti:de;e:a[t%%':,iw8Jfrethnfihfprd¥i.;¥'£Sigik::n]!
once over qof the street, to see if anything has changed
Since he`saw it last, even tho that may have been just
last night.
Early in high school Elvis had become interested
in girls, and when he could he had a date. `

b£±,Ttes£±::I:£€:a::;i:gthaaFahgee::nsto::tohne:saFyeg£:%
not with iu§t one, mostly apparently just locking for
C°Wphaenn£°::hi:i.d friend, Miss Scrivenep read in the

i)apers about the rumored romance between Elvi8 and
Mrs. Judy Powell Spreckels. former wife of sugar heir
Ado]ph Spreckels, Miss Scrivener knew right away it
was just a lot of posh.
``Why I remember when Elvis came over to school
to be our guest star," she said. ```He came up and put
his arm around me, and there was Some little girl with

Hc was making $40 a week.-pretty ,good for a 19.
year-old--and getting a kick out of earning his living,
but there was still that restless, wondering so.mething
which had been with him since childhood.
Also, in some of the neighborhoods where he drove
his truck, he saw and went into homes such as he had

ne¥jhrcw:ansc:age:tii§:ne£:;i:fxufenp€t:t;n:::C:a£:tors:afii..Si.nAyear

ffa¥k::dh::,e.EfsTE:sri:£aanr;:g,rEc':i:g:::d9,£Vaenndh§ir€
said, `Oh no, nothing like that. Elvis just had the ring
and said he wanted me to have it'."
Elvis graduated a.nd w'ent to work for Crown Electric Co. driving a truck. He got to work with some
of his friends. They worked installing wiring, and hc
delivered the supplies to them.
He had noticed the Sun Recording Service sign,
and there came that day when he walked in and
asked to make his record so he could hear what he
sounded like.

after they heard me the first time they call mc back
and I make a record."
Well, what happened afterj they made that first
record was_n't exactly overnight, but it was pretty fast.

That night Sam Phillips took the record down to
WHBQ Disk Jockey Dewey Phillips; he caught
Dewey, who can be contrary, in a good moment.
Dewey put it.on the turnta.ble and there spinning out
into the night, went a strange, rythmic chant ....
"Well, that's all right now, Mama. . .
27
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"[et's +ake a break . l'm tjred!"

•'H®w.s b.usiness?.. - Elvis eh®ts

with Cash.\er a+ L®ew's S+a+e,

where he once usliered.

^tt®r Singing bof®re 8000 tans in Men
^udlt®rium. Elvis w®i+s +®r crowd +®

r®j:'ess"oU#:Cjcp®on'

9® I,®me.
"That's all right now, Mama. . ."
Dewey `got excited and the-phone started ringing.
Dewey called up Elvis and said: 'Come on down here,

:;mTh:;:uys;+jey:°i:gsi:r:d:#;;ciiEei]y!::t]:¥y#:ey:n;d:L¥n:dn;ir:
:iaadyeau!.t3]:ef°*]::in8f
°£e¥uHCFy¥.
and Sleepy
Eye
"That's All Right" vias
a strange mixture
of Negro

a:;n::ji#:i?,h:iaof:o:::ri#:edc:::Tj:;;ga:o¥|tw:=u.:I;I
Ey¥e£:£Fes]f,d:fhe:1::erw]:fttf:rapATbnueqdue:a:t:,£:eeMP¥
disclaims any credit for having helped discover ELvis,
but he does have the distinction of having played the
"Blue Moon" side first.
One source tells me that Sl`eepy Eye didn't care for

it, a`nd that it probably wouldn't have been played
had it not been that he left on vacation next day`an¢
a substitute sitting in for him found the platter lai{|
out and^'kept it spinning.
But things were spinning fast for Elvis, too.
Record royalties get paid twice yearl.y., Here was
Elvis with a record which `people seemed to like. Sun
had a back order for 6000 copies within a week. And
Elvis was like a kid stretching for an ice cream cone
held teasingly out of his reach.
a
"I'm a singer now," he thought. "I've got a record."

But how do you go about being a singer, even if
you've got a record,dwith no money and no one, to
sing to?
Bob Neat gives this ;ccount of Elvis in those early
days:
"At I.irst we had a big problem getting his records

played.
29
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"Rhythm and blues disk jockeys refused to play them
because they said they were country music, and the
country music disk jockeys said they were r8cb.
"Elvis went. thru some sections for personal appear-

to make, because they Just barely nodded and looked

at.*£rv£§£tea:iy:da:£eieE:r°:'8i°i}nnug:eastheywenton
up the street and when he turned to me there were

ances at mush lower rate§` than he had been making,
just to get a following, and this led to a deinand for
his records.
"He is a talented, friendly young fellow, actually

tears in his eyes, and he said: `What's the matter?
-.those fellows went to school with me, and they were
my friends, and they didn't even stop to talk..
"Elvis needs friends. Sometimes he gets xpal lone-

just
a.bout
like most
his age. anyone, especially
i "Hc
worries
aboutkids
offending

some, because the more popular--the bigger--an artist
gets
the more
lonesome
gets.
"And
up there
at the he
top
it's real lonely.

hates the thotight that people might think he has the
big head.
"I remember one day he was standing in front ol`
my record shop on Main Street, and some boys passed
by. .Elvis' name was becoming known then, and the
boys were apparently a little awed by some of the
stories they had heard about the money he had begun

"I've never seen hiqi when he wasn't nervous g`{>ing
On Stage.

"But, and this may seem an odd triing to say about

an entertainer, he has a tremendous competitive spirit.
He was always up against the tops on these tours, and
he always wore himself out trying to outdo them."

•..eo®d nigl\+. hen..' - ElvEs

and Barbara Hearn. whom
he's known ®tt and ®n +®r +l\ree years -a real pal.
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aunt, and she hounded me continually to do soinething about him because he was "one of my boys."

£anddff:::t£:::tdeniny8e::te£:hthEuuihees,y:i:Sjgsh°tm]ehk°nweJ

;r:tie:#5d::flo;:h:y::I:t£:Pi:rs£[Psa:o}rnn::Si:ndbhuatv:tb::X
|t would be nice to be able to say that I heard
Dewey Phillips play "That's All Right, Mama" and
instantly told myself, ``This boy is a big story." But

:if is:'rtseh,aspieupn::;;:,ayA.i:,T.::,tgf.£emjaa:::Zed::
I heard the record at all it was thru a glass, darkly.
|t didn't register.
But the Miss Susie Johnson mentioned earlier as
Elvis' ninth grade home room teacher is my favorite

Something of the spirit of the school, and how much
the success of one of her boys meant to her.
My 14-year-old daughters, who wouldn't even listen
to my Lunceford or Goodman, had fallen hard for
Elvis' record, and my wife, who is strictly long hair in

:set:ntg:st3se,c:uasde:!stoh,esos::i.;:r`s::eaTt:iF.E1:n;aistoinneteori.
Aunt Susie's "boys"--we began to pay particular attention when the record came on, especially in the car
where the daughters dominated the radio dial. Ancl

:.Think it easy work?.\ - Elvis pu+s every+h.\ng l\e l\as
•\qu+® every pert®rmanee.

See +lie` persp.Ira+ion ®n h.\s

chin?

M®stly Elvis qrl:v.es.hims®l{. but .®n lg.ng lumps he tlies

;nd his bandsmen drive +Ii6 Ear.

-i!'-
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"Qujf A°'#:9t A;:Cgine?eodf!''A;s E#Ss::+Vefsrj:£::ring. Red

•-Now. what'Il I wear +his a+tem®®n?"

graqual]y, I went thru a musical re-orientation, and
something of the different quality in Elvis. two songs
began to reach me.
There even came that day when I found myself
anticipating hearing it with pleasure after it was
announced, and then realizing, "By gosh, this is something new and exciting. It's not like all the other
country music you hear, and it's not like the rhythm
and blues. It's something Completely apart." I began collecting information about him and found that
there really was an overlooked story right under my
nose. I met Elvis.in Jam.uary 1955, about six months

af ter realease o£ "That's All Right" and "Blue
Moon.„
The headline on the story was:
SUDDENLY SINGING ELVIS PRESLEY ZOOM`S

INTO RECORDING STARDOM.
Lest you think I am trying to take credit for having discovered Elvis, let's correct that impression
right away.
Actually, Elvis never was "discovered" in any ordinary sense of the word;,ihe just happened. But hc
was to go thru a series of occasions when he was
34.

"discovered" by this person or that.

Sam Phil]ips

and Marian Keisker had discove#red him. So had
Dewey Phillips. So had Bob Neal. So had the lady
with the sailor son. And so had the audiences. He
was already making more money than he had ever
seen before in his life.
The story was, however, the first large-scale public
acknowledgement that Humes High's boy, Elvis, the

Ss::ee°t:¥ars.:nat£¥gr§;¥£etr::::pr,eas:i?.Of462Alabama
He. Bill and Scotty had already traveled some
25,000 miles on perschal appearances within the past
couple of months.
A typical week's schedule for them then ran like
this: New Orleans, Friday; Shreveport, Saturday;
Memphis Auditorium, Sunday; Ripley, Miss., Mom.
day: Alpine, N. M., Friday and Saturday.
That meant pretty good traveling for a beat.up
Lincoln, and sleeping in the' car on overnight jumps.
Sun had brought out two new records, "I Don'
Care" and "Good Rockin' Tonight," plus "Milk Co
Blues" and "You're a Heartache."
Elvis was a big, good-locking, good matured,I polite
strangely 'drcssed boy.
"Got my own office`," he told me proudly. "Elvi

Presley Enterprises."

I}ut Mr. Neal's more expcrienccd hand was on the
;,[t`[t€:i.{:::;]c,sc(:tt.I;e;z]3]e£%rnt8:aontt£2t;gcte`:]C`tsp:::L£:e6::I:::.:`::
orclc.rs, they cost 8 cents.
At that time Elvis Was bc`ing billc(I as "the hill-

{ii:``ry,ec;::'(:ic?t:dai`cci`::e;Sgs:g;I::]rt¥,[ye'v:jt!;hsop3:toytt;hi[:::i

CHAPTER FOUR

Bill worc. tbc- traditional scmi~Ltniform ot. cowboy
shirt., cowboy belt and tie al`fected by inost country
inusi(` outfits.

His ri'cord§ wei`e still being. listed in the c&w chal.ts
t>1` i.he tracle publications.

A lady photographel. ha{1 8`orle with mc to 8`c`t. a
•1`hc' 1'ire ha(I startcicl ztli`czidy.

In the spdcc' o[` just

{1 lew months, as the i`cisu]t of. his pei.sonal a|)I)cat.-

all(`c`s, hc was :ilre:idy getting 1.rom 60 to 75 letters a

day t`rom 'impressed young ladies who ha(I seen him in
Solne wild part o£` TexaLs or Ai.kansas and who ar-

:'|:i:Toy,t:I;Si:}eo`:uhh';b`i)i:`,t,u£:.;°exkt``(C`apmtch:[']nat`.::`y?€`ny±n
``We sent them out frcc. at t`irst," hc' said.

He` was

8l`zltc`l`ul that anyone wanted a picture (}t. him..

pit,turc. ot` Elvis, Bill an{l Scotty, an(I sat aroulld Jistciiing' while'wc. talked. When wc. left, I aske{l her:

"What about him?"

"W€`Il, I (lon'l kl`ow what it is, but hc's g`(„ somt.thilig.," she said.

"1[` I wei-e :I little young`ci`. . ."

Trying` to I)ul dowii my conl.use{I impressions ot.
this youngstci`, who actc(I with such c.asual antl cheer1'`il naturalncss, tlnd wllo yet was so obviously not
m`¢.ural in his appeal.anc€ and dress, I descl.ibed him
at the. time:
35
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"Hi.s eyes! arc darkly slumbrous, his hair sleekly

long, his sideburns low; and there is a lazy, sexy,
tough, good-looking manner which bobby soxers like."
It may not be literature, but the description still
stands, with one qualification. He does sometimes

i
1

1'

give the impression of being lazy of manner, but actually he.s a coiled spring ready to unwind.
The story ran with .a three.col picture at the top
of the first page o[ the second section, and while, as I
say, Elvis was already on his way, ,it did have an effect.
His first record was still selling steadily, but there
had been a lull in airing it locally. Elvis was being
practically ignored by ` every deejay except Dewey
Phillips, and he wasn't riding it too hard. But that
night theie was an Elvis revival on the air, and a lot
ot` people who didn't normally keep up with what
went on in the country music circuit learned for the
first time that we had a genuine phenomenon in our
town. Also, used for exploitation purposes, reprints
of the story helped build Elvis as a personality in
towns he hadn't played before.
Things had been moving fast, but now they got
faster. Elvis got his first Cadillac` a pink one, 1954,
and the bookings got bigger.
Some writers have said that Elvis has already had
six Cadillacs, including the first two wrecked. That
is not the case. The first one didn't wreck, it burned.
Bob Neal says it was a crisis in Elvis' min`d.
``There Wasn't a thing Elvis could do about it," he

said. f :'They were driving from Hope, Ark., to Texarkana, when the brake lining caught fire. They
pulled it over to the side of the road, but they didn'ti
have any way to put out the fire, and the car was a
total loss. Some truckers came along and helped, but
it wasn't any use.
"Elvis called me about 2 or 3 o'clock that morning,

greatly shaken. `I've ruined my car, it's the end of
my career,' he said. I calmed him down, but he was
really mis.er'able about it."
No one who knows him has ever que°stioned Elvis'

personal courage. Once in Midland, Texas, when
they wire making their second tour thru there, they
stopped at a motel with a big swimming pool.
Bill and Elvis went swimming. Bob Neal, an expert water sportsman himself, said that Elvis is not
a g.ood swimmer.
Bill dived into the deep end, apparently thinking
it was shallower than it was, and began to flounder.
Elvis noticed he was having trouble.
"Elvis is not,even. a passable swimmer," Bob said,
"and hc couldn't swim any better than Bill.
"But without hesitation he went in after him, trying to wrestle Bill in to the edge. Bill was getting

panicky and grabbing, and there could have been

:i:rnb]:nedxoc;:;I::a:haefuabrodthsarn,themandwentafter
"Elvis was all right, but Bill was £`ull of water. But

I think that it is indicative of Elvis' character that he
didn't even have to measure the situation,. he just

went right in and did what he thought had to be
done.„
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Altho he is not a g`oo(I swimmer, never having hacl
ari opportunity to learn as a boy, Elvis is fond of the
Water. .

various people for no particular reason. 'JHe'll see a
trinket, think of someone back home and buy it."
Neal says that much has been written about Elvis'

Neal, wlio keeps his own boat, taug`ht him to water
ski.

"He tried to g`et on top ot` that water once or twice

and couldn't make it. The third time he did get to
the top, just seemed to have natural balance and ±`ast
reflexes and picked .it up quickly. He became pretty
good.„
Later Elvis bro`ig`ht some /of his friends down to
see him pert`orm on the watc+ and urged them to try
to emulate him.
His humor is usually boisterous, and when one of
his I.riends would take n spill an{l wh:`ck the water
EIvis woulcl practically roll on the I.1oor ot` the boat
lap.%h:nt8rieroad,osaysBob,"I.vcsccinhundlctls0finStances ot. Elvis' g`enerosity. Like picking up the bill
1.orthe whole table al.tereating.
i
"I know on many occasions he has g`otten gil.ts for

:taott;pfh£Efttsh£:aea]:t:fo#:nT;T:.t¥reLrefaov;¥::
mashed potatoes, including for breakfast, and there
were reports early in his career that he would go for
long' periods without eating while he was all wrapped
up with some idea about his music, then Come out of
it abruptly and gorge on seven or eight hambTtrgers
and three malts at a sitting. `
"That's not true," Neal says. "His appetite is
strange, but not in the way it has been described.
"He is finicky about his eating. He doesn't eat
regular meals.
"He gets fond of various things at times. Once he

got a craving for bananas and cream, along with a
sandwich or soup, or sometimes a hamb.urger. For
weeks, it seemed, he would have a dish of bananas
ahd cream almost every time hc flte.
"Hc does not eat steaks, 1argr:1y, I think. becaiiso

-_
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he was brought up under conditions where there
wasn't much beef on the table very often, and I think
perhaps
he has a subconscious
i.eeling
"For breakfast
he'1l eat a couple
ofabout
eggs it.
fried so
hard you can practically hammer them, and several
orders of bacon. He likes pork. Mostly, he.lives on
sandwiches, hamburgers, snacks and special treats like °
ice cream.

en`t`e]rnta¥neewdYh:rinks;rtehra;:i::gs'#huesr;:?Tebr[e£¥arss3:ev:
elaborate food, lavish buffets, and stuff like that, and
he has told me he had to hold himself down to keep
from leaving the table."
In his relations with the men from that other world

g|:=awneda[ftrTeisdi;kaesnh:°hrasgrbaenet:dioE:Vfe£Sb:;rna:,9n:;I

Neal says, "but altho he didn't reflect it I believe` he
was awed on first meeting them, Things he has told
me have alet me know that at first he was scared Py
the big town `and the big people."
Since childhood, Elvis has been a restless sleeper,
a night prowler. Neal shared rooms with him often
on the road and says he sleeps uneasily.
"After a show, he is always under tension.., He can't

just go to his room and iead, he has tb unwind. Rarely have I seen him go to`bed before 2:30 to 4:30 in

the morning.
"There's very little he can do at that time of night
in some of these towns. He looks for people to talk
to, tries to read sometiries, frequently has a date.
"Sometimes he .just gets out and drives around by
himself.
"He is a good driver, but fidgety and nervous on

Neal's observations conctir with my own in one
important respect--that Elvis is a person of extreme
character opposites. "He is really `a shy, ingrown sort
of personality, but when he goes on st?ge or under
`.certain circumstances when he is around people he
becomes the complete extrovert.
"Before he goes on, he'll pace back and forth back-

stage. But when he goes on, it's like turning on a
light.
"His performance often depends on audience re-

action. There may be a quiet audience--one which is
enjoying the show, but just not loud. This worries
Elvis, and he keeps working harder and harder to
bust them loose."
About the celebrated wriggle, Neal has this to say:
``Ever since he started, he has bccn doing a sort of
little bop dance, a rhythmic wiggle with his legs.
"Soon after the first of the year one of his legs in

one number got going round and round in corkscrew
motion. It got such a roar from the crowd that he
kept it and enlarged on it.
"When he does something .and the crowd reaction
is loud and enthusiastic, i.t stays in his act and he im-

pr,oves on it, trying to get those screams and squeals
which assure him that he is going over."
Altho Elvis has long since been Victor's and out o±'
the Sun fold, Mrs. Keisker grows indignant when
she hears some of the gossip.which grew up.
"He's still a country boy at heart.-and his idea of

a good time is to drag Main Street with a pretty girl
sitting by him in a pretty car," she says indigmntly.

::;his:¥,a¥.ta?tns!::gnJ;u:npa'°£:n¥fnu:,dopr'ara:£:rratgi:
ping
his
foot,missed
just toabreak
tension.
"He
never
showthe
in all
the time I had him.
The closest he came was when the first '55 Cadillac
got wrecked at Texarkana.J They had done a show in
New Orleans, got paid off late, got a speeding ticket
on the way. Time came for them to show, and they
weren't there, so the other performers kept working.
"Then Elvis called and told about their having a

CHAPTER FIVE

\

wreck about seven or eight miles from town."
Elvis didn't wreck this Cadillac, either. Scotty was
driving, passing a pick-up truck which pulled to the
right then lriade a Fe`fc: turn. Scotty chose a ditch. No
one was seriously hurt.
In` many ways, Elvis was a very easy performer to
handle, 'Neal says. "He seemed to respect the judgment of the people advising him, but there is a hardgrained stubborn quality in him. You counsel him,
he will agree to do something, and then.at the next
show he doesn't do it. Ask him about and he'll say,
`I'rn sorry, I forgot'."

But Neal had problems.

He was trying to hold

::I:nafisf€;Secj:;:ezai°pby'a|a£:gee,E::}a'tah:d]ak§:efa:
hard to do because keeping up with Elvis meant
being out of town frequently.
Bob sighed, made his decision:
"He had gotten so big that i,t meant I would have
to give up everything and go with him," Bob said.
"I weighed it. I couldn't be gone from my home

and family enough."

\'Aw. start. darn it!"
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Bob himself helped arrange the next step in Elvis'
careerTand a most important step it was.
He got together w.ith Col. Tom P;rker, who
manages Elvis today, and they came to terns.
Col. Parker is one of the country's most colorful
behind-the.scenes personalities, a shrewd businessman,
with contacts from coast-to.coast.
Hc had the know.how to get Elvis. something besides the regional recognition which had been his.
On Nov, 22, 1955, I was able to announce in my
column in The Memphis Press.Scimitar:

:f[`ie:r:t:ail;nvee:rrn¥£yt',Z°h:a°ie:d:e;nn¥r:::£ig::;mcf:r:£±E:?Sis:c:t::na:c:
with Sun Record Co. of Memphis and will record
exclusively for RCA.Victor."
Both S,am Phillip_s and RCA Victor officials said
at the time that the`money involved was believed to
be the highest ever paid for a contract release for a
country.western recording„ artis`t, which is Itow Elvis

was still being Considered.

What made it more unusual was that Elvis, still
only 20, had only one more year to go on his contract with Sun.

of£B£:ib§23?oor#,°rted the price was "a reported pay.
Phillips told me, "That's close enough."
With the contract, Victor got rights to five unreleased Sun labels, including "I Forgot to Remember
to Forget," which' was then No. 4 on the countrywestern best-seller list.

Involved in the deal besides Col. Parker, Neat and
Phillips was Coleman Tiley Ill of RCA Victor.
Col. Parker also arranged for establishing Elvis
Presley Music, a publishing firm, in conjunction with
Hill and Range Music lnc. of New York City.
There was a great deal of snickering in Some record industry circles at the deal. This was really
taking a chance.
But Col. Parker, Victor and Elvis had the last
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Elvls studying a tan I.++er.
laugh.
Elvi§ told me: "One of the luckiest' things that
ever happened to me is when Col. Parker took me
over."
He has deep respect for his manager and obeys hiqu
implicitly-about most things.
Col. Parker had brought up such personalities as
Eddy Arnold and Hank Snow, whom he still manages, and also handled Ciene Austin in Austin's come.
`back. He knew every trick of the trade, and things

begi:ish;8tp;Es£:ogve%i.acoup|eoftimesmore.
In a Rock `n' Roll series on INS, it was reported
that: "At a disk jockey convention in Nashville last
November, some talent scouts ,for RCA Victor `discovered' long, narrow, cold-eyed, hot voiced Elvis."
Col. Parker landed Elvis a five-time deal on the
Tommy and ]imm.y Dorsey tv program on CBS,
Stage Show, and CBS began giving Elvis a build.up
as Tommy Dorsey's "discovery." Dorothy Kilgallen's

column carried an item on Dorsey's "discovery."
Well, it was good for Elvis, but it happened after
both Billboard and Cash Box had named Elvi8 "most
promising new singer" of the year in the c8cw field

Lnee#epi:esaenn:::I,i:sEj::Eezspflels,si::g.ajieor:iedh,::
most for country and western music at the big Jimmy
Rodgers Day celebration in Meridian, Miss., and
after Country-Western Jamboree, another trade publication, revealed that Presley got 250,000 votes in a
readers poll and was ``New Star of the Year."
And overnight, Several million viewers also `:discovered" Elvis for themselves.

At the time I announced-Elvis' appearance with
the` Dorseys in my column on lan. 27 of last year,
this an€cdgte appeared:
"Elvi§ Presley will play his second most important
engagement this year when he appears with Tommy
and Jimmy Dorsey on Stage Show.

``Did I say this is Elvis' second inost important
43
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Elvls and Barbara on Ivlain S+roe+ ..... Wan+ +o see

a show?

More kidd.Ing. Barbara waits resignedly.
engagement? What, then, was the most important.
"Well, Elvis will get big money and a big audience

for his appearance tomorrow night. He jumped almost overnight from very moderate circumstances
into a large bundle of money for a boy his age.
"Elvis' most important engagement was two weeks
ag`O.

"Humes High had a Father's Night Show.

A male

beauty contest, with each home room's champion
marching up on the stage to the accompaniment of
apt)ropriate music: Very big deal.
"Yot,I know who was the star of the Humes High
Father's Night Show? Elvis! Sang ab6ut 10 songsall 1`or free-and had the time of his life. .I . ."

The fire kindled back at the Eagle's Nest, on the
roa{l from Plytheville, Ark., to Carlsbad, N. M., with
intervening Texas points, ha\d begun 'to spread.
Elvis got up on the Dorseys' show and poured it
on. The first week it got a big hand.
By his second engagement things were scorchi'ng,
with a full brigade of bobby soxers squealing and .

"I Was the One" is still his favorite of all he has

screaming in ecstasy, trying to get to this new idol
when he came off 'stage. The panic was on.
The doorman at CBS-TV's New York Studio 50
was quoted: "I haven't seen anything like it since
]ohnnie Ray and Frankie Sinatra, and I'm not sure
I saw it then."

sh[!ftte¥assig:Tfrifcnagntit}.£SE::£e°q]eth;:s,E:::S:gfi°z:|']aa:£tz
cfew arti.st, flppearing with a popular band.
had happened?

What

Never previously had a c8cw artist successfully made

it over to the pop side. Eddy Arnold, who had probably sold more records than anyone besides Crosby
and Coino, never`did it. Red Foley did it on a singlctori, with "Chattanooga Shoe Shine Boy," but it
didn't last.

But all it once Elvis was no longer a country star
-he was also a rhythm & blues star and a `|]op star.
He .introduced .``Heartbreak Hotel" and "I Was)
the One," his first Victor production, on the Dorsey
show,

recorded. Strangely enough, it was the one which
ca.ught on at home, on the Memphis charts. ``1 Was
the One" became the top tune overnight with Memphis disk jockeys .and retail sellers, while "Heartbreak Hotel" was little played. It was not until
some time after "Heartbreak Hotel" Was recognized
as a runaway best-seller that it edged past "I Was
the One" and-made No.1 in Memphis.
Elvi8' singing of `;Blue Suede Shoes" also is
acknowledged by Carl Perkins to have helped in his
astonishing sale of that record. Elvis had it on an

album, but not as a single. Carl's record had got
off to a fast start, and with the boost it sold a million
for wily Sam Phillips of Sun, who had Carl in reserve when he let Elvis go on to Victor's greener
fields.

Looking Pack over my notes on that first Dorsey
appearance.:
"Pres.Icy puts intensity into his songs.
tional?

Yes.

But he projects.

He `sells.I

Over-emoEIvis has

definitely arrived .... But you can't thl.ow that much
into something without itr telling. It'1l wear him out.
It will exhaust him emotionally and physically. He's
20 now.
If he's wise, he'll slow down a little and
live another 20 years,"
A few months ago in ]acksonville, Fla., he collapsed.
According to the musicians-Bill, Scotty and D. I.
Fontana of Shreveport, drummer, who joined them.
on their secon{l Texas tour and has been.part of the
team ever since-Elvis worked terribly hard that
night.
Before the performance, I was told, two other performers on the same bill had been talking about how
they were` traking the show. \ Elvis, tensing and nervous, walked out there to show them what was what.
At.ter the show they walked to the car with their
i\hstruments, he g`ot in the car and passed out cold.
"We took him to the hospital," .Bill Black said,
"but he was back at the hotel next morning. Just
put on his clothes and walked out.

Said he couldn't
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Elvis and\ Liberaee a+ LL°j§beyrei9c:S.d;d.;6E'Vj;a:::.done

tor guitars who+
slccp over thcrc." `Fans ha(I c`vcn tric-{l to get into
his hos|)ital room.
I askc(I Elvis recently if hi. (li(hi't think hc ha(I
I)cen burniiig` the cantlles too ii`uch :`t both cn(ls an(I
rc'min(le{1 him of' thc- .Tacksonvillc cxi)crieilcc.
"I was j`ist over-cxhauste{l .an(I 8`ot too hot," hc
sai(I.

"I hatl hot i.lashes a`nd 8`ot (li7,7,y.

"The (loctor wai`ne(I me it` I (lidn'`t slow Clown a

little I might have to lay off for two yenrs.
"He tol{l me I (lo moi.e work in 20 miiiutes on

the show than the average (lay laborer (locs`in an
c`ig.ht' hour day."

And what are you {loing about it?
Elvis smiled, a little sheepishly: "I. feel all iig.ht
llow, alld I don't think about it when I'm (loing all
right."
"Heartbreak Hotel" was going like. wildf`ire, an{l
so was everything else Elvis. had recorde(I. It was
selling strong not only in this country, but also in

Canada. It edged up and up, and then Elvis' `first
album began to make entertainment news.
e`

Elvis in his new tl\ree-wheel
I®reign car.

H= b®ugll+

i+ as a gag,.
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It juinpecl into first place in Billboard's album
chart, was destined to stay there for months.
But already the Presley fire had begun to strike`
s``ome sparks, and there were some letters beginning
to come out in about Elvis' now famous dance.
From the beginning of -his national expos.ure on
tv he has been controversial. I received several reasonably wordecl and intelligent sounding letters from
viewers who thought his dancing was, to put it politely, extreme. One or two even came right out and

Saidh:`;us]a8yar;' Sfodpi`e°tbsi:e:ei.t'i6ut honor in his own
country, but Elvis' schoolmates and friends must have
stood by him to the last man. I received well o`ver

I

1000 letters, pro and con-about 90 per cent proand never from anyone who has known Elvis have
I heard any severe criticism of him, and. inost of it

`

rrfesntd°iythaenedffi::atshaantt.few People are so generous and
A woman who had known him many years ancl recalled how he used to buy clothes on credit at her
huband's store said this:
"He's a grand boy. I'm 53, an(I I grew `ip in the
jazz age.

iL
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We never thoiight much altout the Charles-

ton or the Black Bottom.

Love +hrowEng those ball_s .... ElvEs .\s a .real sharpsllo®+er,

I don't like rock `n' roll,

but Elvis is different.a

"They talk flbout juvenile delinquency. . . Here's

.a boy who didn't have much except what Was in him.

;:f]tf{'n:nff:s:Tf£.nkHheej[:::£:snerhayt£:t%i]°£°md,J;°nbd::
Feaestth°ecr°o::h°:a.gesHbe::nfg[s]m°ofo]tfhf:'daonudt.a]ie£:¥ja:ac:
he does . . . nobody said anything when Marguerite
Piazza did `St. Louis Blues;'

"Last Christmas I saw Elvis do something.

The

Salvation Army kettle at Main an(i Beale wasn't getting` any money. Elvis watched the people passing
by for a while', then he went over and put a bill in.

"Then he beganr to cut up and tell the people,
`Let's help the poor people have Christmas dinner.
"And people began to smile and the money
started dropping: He just macle them feel good. Give
the boy a break. Meinphis will bc protid of him."
The storm continued to rage, an(I intelisificd after
Elvis'

Diego.

first appearainee with

Mi]ton` Berle

at

Sam

That was a pre.tty poor show, because it was

:i]ac`gr:dth°autts:1:: £rvj: fcoaor*:Cir s:|£[gt::I ts'tc:Cak:, i?]:: i t `Was

Two turnaway audiences of 5000 paid S15,000 to
hear him sing eight sorlgs in the Sam Diego Arena,
in addition to those who saw him on the Berle show.
It was as tho some of Frankie Sinatra's old,black
magic had settled down on Elvis' shoulders. The
arena manager had to call out police and a platoon
of Shore Patrol to handle the .mob of adorers who

pursued Elvis to his dreesing room.
It was after this that Producer Hal Wallis signed
him. He had given Elvis a screen test several weeks
previously, as the result o£ Presley's sensational reception on the Dorsey show.-

pa::yisTOEisi=2:`'ssi.cr:i;e:I,T:f:eh:ices::::::i:mc.::
tract, and he was excited about it.
"I took an acting test, not a singing test," he said.
"I Wouldn't have been interested in just singing in
movies.„

He was mauled pretty badly at EI Paso. They
had already started trying to get. at him at close
quarters, and he considerecl himself lucky to have a
Shirt on his back. "One girl took a swipe at me
and really clawed my side," he said. "It stung'pretty
bad for a while."

'
\
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Altho` he was already on his way to becoming a
legend, Elvis' rise had been so rapid that soine people
hadn't. caught'up with it.
In some Midwestern schools, one of those recurrent
rumors cropped up that he was dead, ancl the students Were reported so upset that they weren't going,
to school. ,

A newspaper Called Paramount to check the re-

port that Elvis had died, and a studio publicity man
said: "Who in the hell is Elvis Presley?"

In June the AP out of N`ew York queried the
Memphis office to the same effect, is Elvis dead?

That night-I saw him and asked him to comment
on the query, from the wire service ticker inachine.
He I:Cad it over carefully, put it down zmd sat for
a moment, then broke out .laughing.
"If some people had their way maybe I would be,"
he said.
Still later in June, United Press querie(I on a re-

port that Elvis had been secretly marrietl foi. two
weeks to the daughter of a nationally prominent
financier and industrialist.
It seemed absurd, but those thing.s have to be
checked out. Just two nights before Elvis hacl been
49

£:Pfi:y ]t:::£t:[at:u°r].d Memphis
\,girl friend, but now
A long distance call to dol. Parker in New York

:i::'sghfeadc:`du::]]Fn£:a:I::rio::F:rhsa:?,'tgothitchecl
Further checking revealed that the financier mentioned had three daughters-all happily. married.
Still another frequent rumor is that Elvis is on
)

t

dope.

"I don't even smoke, and I've never drunk any-

(
i

thing alcoholic," he sai(i.

"Furthermore, I don't ever

intencl to."

One way such rumors get started. A New York
columnist carried an item about an unidentified
"rcjck `n' roll king" who was, this columnist told us
authorit.itively, being watched by two detectives because his manager was afraid that his orgies with
weed and vyomen would erupt in scandal. A few
days later, in the same column, there was an item
to the eft.ect that "Elvis Presley has to have guards
on stage with him at every appearance." Some reasoned it was the same person.
One heart-broken young`ster-poor, misguided child
-wro.te that this cou]dn't be anyone but Elvis, because he was undisputcd rock `n' roll king, but that
he would have her undying devotion all her days,
dope fiend or not.

CHAPTER SIX

In between engagements, Elvis was now chartering`

planes to get back home at every opportunity.
. Inside one year, he movecl his family three times.
They had moved l`rom the public housing project,
Lauderdale Courts, because the combine(I income ot`
his parents had reached more` than $3000, and were
living in an apartment in an olcl house on Alabama
Street, in the same old neighborhood, when Elvis
got out of high school.
The first thing he did when l}e began to get some
money`was move them to a comfortable, moderately
new brick home on Getwell, a pleasant home. Elvis
didn't know then quite how 1`ast his stoc`k was going
to rise, tho. Ancl just a few months later, aftci-touring all over Memphis, they chose a |iome in a fashionable section of town on Audubon Drive.
And by this time he hacl two Cadillacs to put in
tiu' driveway-just as hc had promisecl he would have
in those days vyhen he usetl to sit on the 1`ront stoop
ancl watch the world go I)y.

Hc also had a spare+ust l`or the road.
50
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In May Elvis faced another big test-Las Vegas.
Col. Parker had booked him into the New
Frontier's Venus Room.
EJvis was barely old enough to be allowed in theJ
place. Twenty-one is the age limit.
The Las Vegas date focused further attention on
him nationally. Heretofore, the press hadn't paid
much attention to him except to give him bad local
notices wherever he played.
Now, all `at once, he wasn't just a barnstorming
odd\ity. This was' the real bigtime.
Life Magazine carried a Spread on him captioned:
"A Howling Hillbilly Success," reported his salary` at
S12,500 a week for his two weeks at'the New Frontier.
Other reports put it at Slo,000. Actually, it was
somewhat less than that. The press agents out there
fudge a little. But it wasn't mLrch less.
By now his records were accounting for half of au||
Victor's sales in the pop field, and that was against
a formidable stable which included some of the big-.

gest names in the business, including Mr. Como.
Winchell trumpeted: "Elvis Presley has stolen the
thunder from Johnny Ray & Co. The hottest thing
to hit the teem-urge set."
But Las Vegas was different from Kansas City and
Wichita and Memphis, went the speculation.
In the New Frontier's plush salon, Elvis faced a
different kind of audience, super-critical sophisticates,
wondering boredly what this youngster who ha{l
somehow got himself in the, headlines had to offer.

The applause was scattered. A 'cold audience ancl
the fledgling king of rock `n' roll was in a foreign

``For the first time in months," said Bill Black,
"we could hear ourselves when we played out of

tune."

Billboard reported that Elvis "Didn't Play lt So
`smart in Las Vegas" and said his opening had ex-

`i:I::£}Vs: ;:[Pneercx4S;£s°bnys o:h:: i::e;t£°e°wq uP UP C0lAccording to `Billboard, Elvis had a.rrang€d to meet
Miss Mosby, but passed her up to see a .Randolph
Scott western. "The fen columnist, who had flown
here from Hollywood for the story, reportedly
screamed out of Las Vegas with blood in her eye.
"Meanwhile Presley-pulling down S12,5`00 for the

New Frontier date-which switched from closing the
show to opening it, after the first night audiencea highly sophisticated,group in contrast to his teemage following-indicated a. preference for Freddie
Martin and Comedian Shecky Green."
I flew out there t-o

see how our country boy was doing ,in the minklined retreat of Hollywood's filthy rich and saw what
happened.
The other side of the story is that Elvis, who has

i]layed hard audiences before, kept right in there
busting guitar strings and shaking his legs and the
rafters.

They poured it on-"Tutti Frutti," "Heartbreak

No teem-agers.

Hotel," "I Was the One," `\`Long Tall Sally," "Blue

No screains to herald his entrance, `no frantic

Suede Slioes". . .

shouts. , .

]tist cold silence, surmounted by the inevitab.le :
hum present wherever alcohol is used internally.
He was in a $40,000 floor Show with Freddie M.ar.
tin, the night.club darling of the West Coast, whose :

:h°a:iv:is::::o:Eat;y:s:tia±:i::£,:a;#;a;:och2]::;ar:n::C;:t:n:j[r:°i;ett:rfes:i
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Elvis' legs went into stuttering, squi'rming move. j
ment, those dark-rimmed eyes were fixed on infinity,
his long hair flopping over his forehead, his body`
almost rigid with emotional intensity, yet throbbing
like a high-powered car witli the gas set wide open
anct t.he brake set tight.
But these cats were-too tire(l to go, they were alrc{idy real gone.

t

land. . .

That's one side o£``the story,

And the.ice began to break, to thaw, and all .at
once you could feel the j6int-if one may thu; refer
to a million dollar playground-begin to rock.
There was no screaming, no sobbing, no moaning,
but some eyes were glazed and far away, and wellshod feet tapped, and there was finger-snapping.
He had them, even those who disapproved.
Elvis would take his last bow, and Freddie Martin
would say:
"We should have five minutes silence now. Makes !'

me wonder whether I've been wasting.my time for
the last 20 years. Now, some music to soothe your
nerves. . ."

When the well-fed, well-drunk, well-dresse(I crow'd

ir:5:iou£'hothbeoyug¥:r:gt:i:jf¥or9bs:t;:95thwehek£{[hetr;'a':
13 and taught himself to play it.
Some liked him, some {li(ln't, but they all talkecl
up a storm.

Elvis has been +o see an uncle
Elvis strolling down lam®us

Who works in a Memphis fac+Cry.

Beale Stree+ in Memphis.

Tlia+.s his dis+inc+Eve walk.
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later in Hollywood and she dicl a L'eature on him.
E|vis played to packed holl§es every night in the
Venus Room, ancl in a town of celebrities he was a

celebrity. He had a big time there, sauntering thru
the hotel, by turn laughing and carel`ree, or with his
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Mrs. Keisker once told me that soon after Elvis
made his first record, he went to Nashville with her
and Sam Phillips, and that they went to a roadhouse
a
where Sam wanted to scout some talent.

Mi`sThKeer:sk::Ss::die"f:'iniin:aast.,?eig?:;ri:Fceta3i::,::
Elvis leaned over to me and asked if it would be all
right for him to go out and wait in the car.
"He told me, `My mother didn't raise me to be in
a place like this.' "

ot. a boat.

|n the bat-s, in the lounges, in the lines waiting
to get tin to see him, one heard: "Is this Presley kill
really all that g.ood. . ." Or, "I just (lon't hnclerstan{l
what hc's g.ot myself.... "
Or, ". . . jus.t plain
`,ynamite."
At Las Veg`z`s with Elvis tis valet-companion wzis
his cousin, Gene S111ith. Geile's duties are somewhat
vag.ue, but he's supposed. to take care ot. the clothes.

\|ostly, tho, it seemed that Elvis just wanted some
Company.

Elvis in a night club is somehow strange. He
{loesn't drink or smoke, and he told me he doesn't
tlance either, aside from what he does in his act.

One thing about Las Vegas pleased Elvis-it never
8`oes to Sleep. He had company during ,those long
night hours, and night had become like day to him.
Hc roamed around, caught some of the shows, es-

pecially the Four Lads, whom he likes a lot.. He
never dropped a nickel in a slot machine whilet' he
was there.

"It don't appeal to me," he said.
"I'm trying to save.
.
"You know when I first began to get some money,

It bought a lot of things I had always wanted. Like
cars. .My father saw we never went hungry, butwell, you know I never had a lot.
H|
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grounds.
WI.is+-wa+ch Elvis is studying was a g.\t+ aI+er his smash
lii+ in Las Vegas.
I}c.ca`isc` ,the

tccn-ag.ers

coul(ln't

scc.

the

rcg`iutlr

:,I:c::`::i)nt:::':reac;I;1:``:,:`]i'ns8att`?r(?:ya!:i.)te:a;sic:I;nthscL;'ta.r}age
The carn{ige was tcrril`ic. They pushed and shovc{l
to get into the I()00-scat rooin, And several hun(Ire(I
thwnrtcid young.sters buzzc(I like angry hornets out-

thc.y thrc`w rocks in the ljus win{lt)ws so they co`il(I
g`rat) at lnc. fln{l try to g`ct fl`ltog`ra|)hs. The roug.host.
w:ts in TL`xiis.
I g.ot scrfltchc(I all ove'r my back.
Elvis says thc. later occasion whc.n wire services
t`arrictl sttjrics :`boiit his show being stoppc(I beL`orc
it VI'iis ovc`r inJhen the ki{ls chargetl the stage, dn{l

side.

A[`ter the show, be(llam!
A laughing, shouting,
iclolzttrous mob swarmed hiin; hc fled to the insul`ricient sanctuary of` his suite. The door wouldn't

holtl them out. They got his shirt, shredded it, A
triumphant girl seized a button, clutched it as tho
it were a diamond:
A squa(Iron ol' police had to be called in to clear
the field.

A da7.ed older woman who, had been bowlecl ovei.
in the `teen-age tidal wave was discussing it incredulously at a bar, over a glass of m*cdicinal beverage to
calm her jangled nerves:
"My gawd what those kids did to the l<idics rooit]!
Lipstick all over the wialls . . . baskets ,turned over
zind the pa.per strewn around . . . it looked like a
wrecking crew had just i`inished."
Elvis laughed about it.
"Shucks," he said, "it
wasn't near as I)ad zis some of the times. Like when
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"An{l I finishe(I my song`, altho I dicl g`et out
in a hurry. I. ma{le a new {loor whc`rc one sholil(1
have been."
How docs Elvis feel about this violent aft.cction
L`rotn his fans?

a

"Well, I have to det.end myself., but honestly I love

it.
They're the ones whot`'like ine, and they'rc just
trying to show it."
Time Magazine covered Elvis .at Las Veg.as, and
I was worried about what they might do, becflusc`
Elvis is a wide-open target for any writer who wants
to i.lex his sarcasm. But Time was remarkably light

on him, in comparison, even made a complimentary
remark on his lower register.
Most wi`iters who
re2illy get close to Elvis are inclined to be kind to him.
The trouble is, he's gun-shy. But he earnestly cxplainecl that there had been a mix-up on the Aline

a strike a+ tfle fair

"I did some ol the things I never co,uld do before
-and believe me it's been fun.
"You ask me what I like to do now. . . Well, I'm

just having fun when I get the time, but I don't have
much time. Like this afternoon, I'm going over and
ride the little scooter, cars in the amusement park.
"I guess I enjoy dating more than anything. Is

. "I want the folks back home to
Just because I managed to do a
don't want anyone.back homeL to
big head.„
But he knows in his heart that
changed.

think right of me.
little something, I
think I've got the
some things` have

"I. c`an't just do like I did."

that wrong? I think I'd be crazy if I didn't. I like
to take a girl out and look around and have fun."
Elvis Spent .most of his spare time riding the

At Las Vegas, the hotel announcing system was
calling his name almost constantly. Long distance
from all over the country. Girls, and some women

scooter cars.

old enough to be his mother.
So there has to be a buffer of people around him
-an entourage to give him some free time, protect`
him from the girl who was just sitting and thinking
about him and just had to call him up and sure, you

He rode the little cars every hour he was free in

#afs;i:E:d?ta:VderhFi°s:]f?nrfdesforhisfriends,some
Elvis is fearful that his friends will think he has
beeh changed by what happened to him.

remember me, E.lvis, I was the one in the blue dress

that night, you gotta remembei..
His sleeping and walking hours arc turned upside
down by his work, aside from his own inability to
sleep easily.
Elvis Presley enterprises have become big business,

and there has to be solne time for tfllking with his
manager, Col. Tom Parker, and making decisions.
He has to look ovel. new music possibilities.
In his first year, Elvis did remarkably well. In his
second, he 'will g.I.oss betwccn $800,000 and a million
dollars.
About Slo,000 a week goes to him.
Is he saving?
"Yes, I'm saving. My inoney g.oes in the bank, I

and every three months we make a payment on my
income tax. I'm not spending it all.
"I couldn't live the rest of my life on 'what l've

\.This was a big m®men+I" - E_lvis al \9\ sign.\ng lirst

got-not the way I want to live-but I could go quite

eon+rae+,

The pressure on the job is terrific. He becomesj
in,tensely nervous from lack of sleep and strain. He
is alternately intensely interested in something, or

a few years."

quickly bored.
Does he realize that other stars have glowed, then
burned out?
"Sure, I know. It may not last forever. But this

didn't happen all at once. Since the beginning,
when I first began, it was jusf the same. The only
difference, the crowds are bigger now.
"I know it can end, but it won't happen all at
once, ei`ther. I can always make a living on the .
road.
"What I really want, tho, is to be a good actor."

What kind of music does he like other than his
own?
"All kinds.

I like Crosby, Como, Sinatra, all the

big ones. They had to be good to get there. I've
always been kind of partial to Dean Martin. I like
the Four Lads.

"And'rm real partial to good religious quartets-

like the Stamps and the Blackwood Brothers. I've
loved that kind of music ever since I was a boy, and
especially if there's a real good bass singer.
"I'm going to record some religious music one of
these days."

Elvis barely made i+ +o +he gas `

sta+ion. He has an absent-

\

minded hdbi+ ®t leiving engine

runn.\ng wherever he parks.
I,

advisors, Col. Parker and others interested in his
welfare had urged him to modify his dance, altho
he continued to insist that all he was doing was
"wriggle some."

But criticism was nothing new to Elvis. He had
been kidded as a boy about his sideburns and stubbornly held on to them. Now he sometimes cuts
down on the movements which had earned him such
contemptuous abuse from columnists and critics as
"a male burlesque dancer," "a sort of Jane Russell
with sideburns" and similar phras.es. v
But there are contradictory impulses in Elvis. He

longs for respect and response, but the most positive
affirmation of this Lto him is in. the screams `of his

audience, and so here goes that writhing movement
again.
"The trouble is," said one friend Qf Elvis, ``that he

\\H®w does i+ look? Okay?"

doesn't think he's going over unless they're tearing
the house down, and he'll just keep working on them
till he has them doing what he wants. He doesn't realize that a lot of people just want to sit and enjoy
his singing.„
It was' understandable that newspaper crit'ics would,
foi the most part, be critical of Elvis as an artist.
Those well enough established to be critics are usually
in at least early middle age, they grew up in the jazz
age or they are upper,middle to high brow in their
musical tastes.

CHAPTER SEVEN

To such, music such as Elvis makes was not understandable, and they took the classic assumption that
because they didn't un'derstand it no one else did, and
it was therefore automatically bad.
They couldn't understand the teem-agers' devotion
to Elvis, and forgot the rumblings of their own elders
about the corruption of jazz, the shimmy, the Charleston, the Black Bottom and the jitterbvg in their own
day.

y-fth_~

toFpr:ymatttheent?oeg£?on£E]gvj?,f£:h;a:i:]emfteupnr::Sfmboegsa[?
hostile. The reviews in cities where he played` to
big houses lashed him for his movements,-derided
his voice.
But it was not until after his second appearance
with Milton Berle that the full stonn broke, and
he was described in languag€ such as has seldom
been used about a public figure.
To fl certain,extent, this was Elvis' own fault. His

Elvis at +he Co++®n Car.nival
in Memph.\s.
58
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E\vis stiidying a newspaper
story .In N. Y. Daily News.
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their ken.
They measured Elvis by their own background and
what they expected of music, rather than for what he
is, what he. has accomplished, and what his music
represents.
Such an honest reviewer as Jack G;uld in the New
York Times described him as "a rock and roll varia.
tion on one o£'the most standard acts in-show business,
the virtuoso of the hootchy-kootchy."
The Journal-American's Jack O'Brien: ``He can't
sing a lick, makes up for vocal shortcomings with the
weirdest and plainly Planned, sug`gestive animation
short o1` an aborigine's mating dance."
Charles Mercer of the AP, tripping on the same
yardstick used by others, challenged Steve Allen as to
why Allen had booked h.im after the Bcrle show. "He
has no talent," charged Mercer.
G
Who defines talent? What is it?
It was not Elvis' dancing which made "Heartbreak
Hotel" a runaway best-seller, which received Billboard's Triple Crown Award twice in succession for
topping` all three charts--Popular Music, R8cB, and
Coquntry Music in sales, juke box play and disk jockey
play.

Elvis' records were off like a shot before the people
who boiight them ever saw him.
At this writing "Heartbreak HoteF has almost
1.Cached the top as best-selling record in England, and
Elvis has never been there and they've never seen him

o On tv.

But while the critics were deriding him and the
rock 'n' roll niovement in general, many musicians
who doii't evL`n play that type of music were cheering.
^` .`1 think the kid's g`reat," says old Jazz tylan Tony
pastor.

Someone said, "But 1 don't understtlnd him."
"You don't have to understand," Tony said. "All
you've g.ot to do is listen. The kid's got something in
him, zind it's gottn come out the way he wants it. He's

;i:|f|r`c:sisfinwgitiilE;:,I;'n!:rs:ntl:: tY,ay a musician expresses
Burl lves, the darling of the high brows, was asked
what he thought about Elvis and rock 'n' roll.
"I've got about 50 ot. the new rock and roll records

ir::cE]t}:;atyh;tshi'[t:£sa[£[::]eeyt£:1:;..£h];,t]°tfh£Pnek°E[ee,saar,e[
right. . .„

Mr. Ives wears a beard an(I has for many years.
Elvis came along when there was already a strong
upswell of indignation in some quarters about the

',

(
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moral aspects of rock 'n' ,roll, and Elvis became a
target I.or their wrath.
Of the uproar over `rock 'n' roll in general, Sammy
Kaye said: "Some years ago when the teen-agers began
• to Lindy Hop, there were persons who called them
lunatics and delinquents. .I have no doubt the same
reception greeted those who first danced the fox trot."
As a matter of fact, the Atlantic Monthly in August
1862 carried an article about an afternoon waltz at
the Harvard commencement. It said:
``Waltzing. is a profane and vicious dance--always.

When it is prosecuted in the center. of a great crowd,
in a dusty hall, on a warm midsummer day, it is also
a disg`usting dance. Night is its only appropriate time.
The blindirig, dazzling gaslight throws a grateful glare
over the salient points of its indecency .... waltz as many
as you may, spotless maidens, you will only smut yourselves .... It is one of itself unclean."

To a psychiatrist who, temed rock 'n' roll "a communicable disease .... appealing to adolescent insecur-

ity," Benny Goodman and Paul Whiteman both answered by inviting him to compare scrapbocks, ahoying how similar charges were made against them years
ago for
"allegedly
corrupting
the youth" of th.eir day,
•first
with
jazz, then
with swing,
Psychiatrists theorized, but the dance musicians,
fallen on hard times, knew What had happened and
were all in favor of it. .
Rock 'n' roll wasn't new. ```Shake, Rattle and Roll,"

one of the early hits of the current rock 'n' roll movement, was published in the early '20s by' W. C. Handy
and was written by a white man from New Orleans.
Rock 'n' roll music had been played in Negro cafcs
and taverns to the exclusion of almost all other types
of music thruout the South for two clecades--only it
i.ormerly went by the term "race" music. Then it became "rhythm te blues."
As long as 15 years ago, rock. 'n' roll was outselling
all other types in in.ost Southern cities, even tho the
white people didn't hear it much.
Then came radio stations which presented this
music for Negro audiences.
Meantime, twq things had happened in so-called
``Piph'; ¥e:So±fa Strike of the last decade kept musicians

from making records .for more than a .year. The big
dance bands began to fade out, and vocalists made
records with harmonica background or vocal background.
Record music became for listening, instead of l`or
dancing.
World War 11 and the Korean iwar came, aiitl nil-

Ed'a#S.P'\%|Y.e*Feg±neo#Fa°n°E9ba®Fgeeh_i+nLS_yM_e®_mw_Pn.Pis..CH±=_rb=#eexE+s.
wi+h +lie liew game in I\is game r®®m.
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lions of boys were training and fighting in tile years
when they might `havc` been (lancing.
An erltire generation forgot how to dance.
But dancing is one of man's primitive instincts.
Sudderily the youngsters discovered rock.'n' roll. It
had a dance beat.

He does not talk, in my opinion, like the caricature
ot. hillbilly and hepcap whose jargon has been placed
in his mouth so ol`ten. He talks so naturally that, unless you're just locking ±`or something freakish, ordinarily you wouldn.t think a wh'ole lot about his
occasional lapses in g`rammar.
The Army might I.ossibly be the best thing which
could happen to Elvis, altho how his nonconformist

gievr:ohnia:its:ny;o:i',:I.c.ti,t.irncsi:,ahi¥s|tei:rnk§:,T-tdiistciF,iignhe:
He might even enjoy it.
Right now, home still means inore than anything to

Elvis.

CHAPTER El®HT

"l'm just a home boy at heart," he says.

And a typical gesture ot. his g`enerosity was his recent donation ot` his services i.ree for a big charity

His singing is something unique to himself..
The critics have noted that Louis Armstrong sings
as he phrases on a trumpet, that Sinatra's style was
influenced by the trombone of his early Dorsey days.
Elvis, with his broken syllables and strange vocal
effects, uses his voice like the guitar he has carried
since he was a boy. If the critics had 16oked at it for
what it was, an uncultivated but genuine music, on
the lelyel with folk music, and if they had lookeq at

:to::ti:ustoEreec:rf::i.::: cpor:I:£fs;£Coe:is. they might have
But Elvis took a .beating in print.
And how d\id it affect hiln?
"I don't like it but I have to expect it, I guess," he

show in Memphis. With Col. Parker's concurrence,
they pickedi out July 4--one of the biggest days in the
year i.or them--and canceled out another date in order
to p,ay it.
Then Elvis went one further.
"I've got a ring," he said. "It's a pretty good ring-$600~-with my initials in diamonds. Do you suppose
if I gave it as a door prize, it would help us make

more money?"
Elvis doesn't write often, but calls his mother and
father several times a week. One night when he was
playing in Virginia, there was a terrific storm, and he
called three times to be` sure everything was all right
back home.
He still identifies himself with his old neighborhood, his old friends.

"Not long ago," said his father, "a` little 15-year-old.

girl had a heart attack and dropped dead at one of the

said.

schools. Elvis saw it in the paper. She was just a

He shrugs it off--but he has every unkind, bitte.r,
cruel word he has ever come across about himself in a
scrap book.
His mother and fath`er keep it for him.
And seldom has there been such a wholesale ¢isre-

child when he knew her, back in Lauderdale Courts,
and he hadn't seen her in several years.
i "But he sat around all that night thinking about it.
He woke us at 3 in the morning and said he just had

g:rdd£::i:hfaE°yheerffo:h]egtrters:;tit:e}:r:iscc:;ticn}::yd.:

mysteries occasionally, but very little else. He can't
sit still long enough. He wants to be on the go.
He'll charter a plane just to get®back home a few
hours earlier.
His old friends don't have cars, so El,vis gets in one

stage, i'ecords, tLv.

One thing which may interfere.

•`I'm I-A in the draft," Elvis said. "1'11 go when I

have to, of course, but I would like a little more time
the way things are. It'll be quite a drop--from $|0,000
a week to $74 a month."
Elvis may have to., improve' his vocabulary. He
knows it, and he is acquiring some, polish as he rubs
against a worlcl bigger than the one he grew up in.
He uses a double negative occasionally, and he drops
his g,s.

t°]hna::i°em;acy°smEP[%rsyifstvwe:;Wn::7e£.ngH:£#kse°s."toread

°o`vehttstochaisdi#L8=se=nidt.s8#esadt€u8aeTttert?et=r'abr#E8o3et#n"g
of boys. ,
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They stage, boxing match.es on the patio, play pool
in his den.
Outside, there are usually anywhere from two or
three to a few dozen of his young admirers staliding

Elvis and Barb®ra
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about in the yard on the chance that he'll show him-.
self.

He does. He has a natinral courtesy for everyone-to this day says .`Yes, sir" and "No, sir" to anyone a
I.ew years older than himself.
+

We were sitting in his newest Cadillac`the day he
got it while he tried out the air conditioning when a
group
"Let approached.
me get rid of 'these little girls," he said. He

By the time he was thru, the entire crown of youngsters had made themselves completely at home, were
borrowing the telephone, going into the house for
water.
This goes on all the time. .Mrs. Presley says she
doesn't mind much.
``<`After all, they like my boy," she said.

` But it does get discourag'ing when they call long.

distance or knock on the door at 3 a.in.
,
The phone is unlisted and the number has b`een
changed frequently, but the number somehow leaks

:E:n;tfns£:w£,ts#,tj:;,t,cyanor[X:::ny:#.rag:ogor:::e,g Out.

before they even got their mouths open.
"The most expensive thing I've bought is our
One dusk, with about a dozen youngsters clustered /
home," he said.
about his patio, he gave an interview to two young
It is a very nice home--in about the $40,000 class-ladies, ages 18 and 14, who wanted to write it for
but 1`ar from lavish or pretentious.
their Elvis Presley Fan Club magazine.
But the most important thing about it is that it's
"Who's my favorite actress?-.Lassie," he said with
home.
a straight face, watching them out of the corners ol
That's why h€ put those Cadillacs in the driveway.
his eyes. Then he broke into laug.hter.
The Golden Boy of Song.--Elvis Presley. . .
He talked to them a half-hour or so, told them his ' Young man, riding on a cloud. . .

fDa::::te8|eanreF.Tdaral::,:Eann#;y:eo:in:t:;g=:LJsat#res:

Natalic Wood, Doris Day and Kathryn Grayson
among women.

Reaching out I.or a star. . .
Hoping it won't turn out to be a bras.s ring.

Thereiusth®ppene.£+®.Pe.ag\¥.igt_a_r.iT.I,hL=C_I®.I.h..\_n9St®re
: s®. drdrura\\y. Elvis Obliged v\+h a song.

:,,.N®Wy®ukidsbe.Lg_£.®_d!L'._-_E_I±_Sg±V_e_Sag®odbyhand+
shake t® s®m® +ans.
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THE text in this magazine was written
by Elvis Presley's close friend, Ro'bert
Johnson of the Memphis Press-Scimitar.
The exclusive photographs of Elvis
were taken by Robert Williams of the
Memphis Commercial Appeal.

It'§ simple to join Elvis' Fan Club
Just write to:

ELVIS PRESLEY
MADISON, .TENNESSEE
--and mention this magazine!
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HERE'S JUST PART OF ELVIS'S OWN
STORY. READ THE REST INSIDE THIS
`. MAGAZINE-PLUS 100 NEW, INFORMAL,
• NEVER BEFORE PUBLISHED PICTURES.
"I didn't take a singing test when I had my screen test.
an acting test.

It was

I wouldn't be interested in the movies if it just

meant singing and beating my guitar some more.

What I 'really

want more than anything is to be a good actor."

"I guess I've thought I've been in love but mostly I've played the
field.

I've had several very close girl friends I just like to be

around because they're fun."
"Marriage?

I'm sure one of these days I will get married, but

it's a sort of silly question-it's not something you can just sit
down and plan; you don't figure it out, it just happens to you."
``What is most important of all is that the folks back home think

right of me."

